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QUESTION 1

Refer to the exhibit. An engineer received multiple reports from employees unable to log into systems with the error: The
Group Policy Client service failed to logon – Access is denied. Through further analysis, the engineer discovered several
unexpected modifications to system settings. Which type of breach is occurring? 

A. malware break 

B. data theft 

C. elevation of privileges 

D. denial-of-service 

Correct Answer: C 

 

 

QUESTION 2

Refer to the exhibit. An employee is a victim of a social engineering phone call and installs remote access software to
allow an "MS Support" technician to check his machine for malware. The employee becomes suspicious after the
remote technician requests payment in the form of gift cards. The employee has copies of multiple, unencrypted
database files, over 400 MB each, on his system and is worried that the scammer copied the files off but has no proof of
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it. The remote technician was connected sometime between 2:00 pm and 3:00 pm over https. 

What should be determined regarding data loss between the employee\\'s laptop and the remote technician\\'s system? 

A. No database files were disclosed 

B. The database files were disclosed 

C. The database files integrity was violated 

D. The database files were intentionally corrupted, and encryption is possible 

Correct Answer: C 

 

 

QUESTION 3

A SOC team is informed that a UK-based user will be traveling between three countries over the next 60 days. Having
the names of the 3 destination countries and the user\\'s working hours, what must the analyst do next to detect an
abnormal behavior? 

A. Create a rule triggered by 3 failed VPN connection attempts in an 8-hour period 

B. Create a rule triggered by 1 successful VPN connection from any nondestination country 

C. Create a rule triggered by multiple successful VPN connections from the destination countries 

D. Analyze the logs from all countries related to this user during the traveling period 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 4

How does Wireshark decrypt TLS network traffic? 

A. with a key log file using per-session secrets 

B. using an RSA public key 

C. by observing DH key exchange 

D. by defining a user-specified decode-as 

Correct Answer: A 

Reference: https://wiki.wireshark.org/TLS 

 

QUESTION 5

Refer to the exhibit. A threat actor behind a single computer exploited a cloud-based application by sending multiple
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concurrent API requests. These requests made the application unresponsive. Which solution protects the application
from being overloaded and ensures more equitable application access across the end-user community? 

A. Limit the number of API calls that a single client is allowed to make 

B. Add restrictions on the edge router on how often a single client can access the API 

C. Reduce the amount of data that can be fetched from the total pool of active clients that call the API 

D. Increase the application cache of the total pool of active clients that call the API 

Correct Answer: A 
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